Abstract
Introduction
Spam, has become one of the biggest world wide problems facing the Internet today. The Internet is becoming an integral part of our everyday life and the email has turned a powerful tool intended to idea and information exchange, as well as for users' commercial and social lives. Due to the increasing volume of spam the users as well as Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are facing lot of problems. The cost to corporations in bandwidth, delayed email, and employee productivity has become a tremendous problem for anyone who provides email services. However, it is amazing that despite the increasing development of anti-spam services and technologies, the number of spam messages continues to increase rapidly.
Email classification techniques are able to control the problem in a variety of ways. Detection and protection of spam emails from the e-mail delivery system allows end-users to regain a useful means of communication. Many researches on content based email classification have been centred on the more sophisticated classifier-related issues. Currently, machine learning for spam classification is an important research issue. The success of machine learning techniques in text categorization has led researchers to explore learning algorithms in spam filtering [1, 3, 5] .
In this paper we proposed an effective and efficient email classification technique by adopting a GL analyser through an integrated classification system. The main focus of our paper is to generate a list of misclassified emails called GL emails by classification ensembles technique and analyse them by an analyser. The GL is the list of emails which are not considered as TP or TN. The term GL is related to black-list (BL) and white-list (WL) and considered as the middle of them, i.e. not sure about WL or BL. In our proposed system, the GL is considered as a list of emails where no unique decision comes from all the classifier/(s). The analysis of GL emails are based on two premises ; i) user feedback technique, i.e. the user will give feedback to the analyser about the status of these emails and ii) sender verification technique i.e. the system will send the email back to the sender and wait for a certain timeframe. If response comes within the predefined timeframe then it will be treated as a TP otherwise it will be treated a TN. This technique is so called rule based C/R(challenge/response) technique.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 will describe the related works on email classification techniques and section 3 will describe the GL generating process. Section 4 presents details of analysing GL and section 5 presents the experimental results. Finally, the paper ends with conclusion and references in section 6 and 7 respectively.
Related works
This section describes a brief overview of different email classification techniques.
Rule based technique
The rule based filtering techniques is a set of rules to classify e-mail as spam e-mail or legitimate e-mail and it can be applied at either the MUA (Mail User Agent) level or the MTA (Mail Transfer Agent) level. E-mail clients contain an element at the MUA level for categorising e-mail based on a set of rules determined by the user. These rules can be constructed to examine an e-mail message's header and body, for keywords or phrases given by the end-user. A common use of such rules is to categorise newly arrived e-mail into a specific folder. The user could create a folder called spam and define a number rules that would transfer a newly arrived e-mail to the spam folder if it were triggered. Such rules could look for specific words in the content of the e-mail, look for punctuation being used in the subject of the e-mail, or note the content type of the e-mail. While this technique does work well, it does have a serious problem. The rule set needs constant updating and refinement because most spammers use obfuscation techniques. Some common obfuscation used is misspelling words.
Filtering at the MTA level can achieve some economies of scale but it also triggers some problems. Since by nature, spam is sent in bulk, blocking the sender can dramatically reduce the number of spam needed to be stored and delivered. Some of the techniques described for MUA rule based filtering can be applied at the MTA level [3, 4] .
White-list (WL):
WL is an MUA level rulebased filtering technique, where a WL is a register containing a collection of contacts from which e-mail messages can be accepted. If an e-mail arrives but does not come from one of the contacts in the WL, then it is treated as spam and placed in the spam folder. While this technique is effective for some users, it has also drawbacks. Any email sent by a stranger will simply be incorrectly classified as FP. However there is a scheme that incorporates a challenge response mechanism to allow users to be added to a user's WL.
Blacklist (BL):
BL contains lists of known spammers. Essentially when a user gets spam, the user adds the sender of the spam to the BL. The entire domain of the sender of the spam can be added to the BL. Newly arrived e-mails are checked, and if the sender is on the BL, the e-mail is automatically classified as spam. The major problem stems from the fact that spammers tend to forge header information in their spam. The sender information is generally forged, meaning that perhaps innocent people are added to a BL but more importantly the effect which the BL will have is diminished dramatically.
A distributed blacklist is a network tool for antispam engines. Distributed blacklists maintain a collection of common spam messages on a central server. The filter is shared amongst the subscribers, so if one person identifies a message as spam then all others benefit. When a message arrives, it is compared to the digest of known spam and deleted if a match is found. This method is low in FP, but false-negatives (FN's) tend to be high so often another filtering technique is required to work in conjunction. The central repository must be maintained by an unbiased organisation [3, 4] .
Content based technique
Spam will typically have a distinctive content, which should be easy to distinguish from legitimate email. Categorising e-mail based on its content seems like a logical progression from simplistic rule based approaches. This would help reduce error rates as legitimate e-mail would not be blocked even if the ISP (Internet Service Provider) from which it originated, is on a real-time block list. In addition, the presence of a single token should not cause the e-mail to be classified as spam.
Using classification algorithms:
The classification algorithms such as SVM (Support Vector Machine), NB (Naïve Bayes) and Boosting etc. are used for content based spam filtering. Each algorithm can be viewed as searching for the most appropriate classifier in a search space that contains all the classifiers it can learn. All machine learning algorithms require the same instance representation. The instances are messages, each message is transformed into a vector (X 1 , . . . , X m ), where X 1 , . . . , X m are the values of the attributes X 1 , . . . ,X m , much as in the vector space model in information retrieval [1, 2] . In the simplest case, each attribute represents a single token (e.g., "adult"), of Boolean variables:
Instead of Boolean attributes, another two attribute vector representations is considered here.
Frequency attributes-because frequency attributes are more informative than Boolean ones. With frequency attributes, the value of X i in each 
Proposed technique for generating GL
In our proposed email classification technique, emphasis has been given mainly to reduce the false positive (FP) problems, based on different aspects of anti-spam filtering, especially the learning-based antispam filter. Much work has been done using machine learning techniques for spam filtering and achieved high accuracy but still there exists some amount of FP problems which are generally expensive in real world. One misclassified legitimate email could be more expensive to the user, sometimes. We have studied extensively through different classification algorithms and found that sometimes classification algorithms vary for producing the coherent result with same email corpora. Keeping this mind, we have proposed an innovative analyser, which will collect the classifier/(s) outputs and analyse it, especially the GL output of the classifier/(s). The GL generating process is as follows: Figure 1 shows the overview of GL generating system for n (n=3) classifiers. Every classifier generates two sets of output data, one is true legitimate set (L t ) and another is true spam set (S t ) as shown in Figure 1 (a), (b) and (c). Figure 1(d) shows the combined classification approach with n (n=3) classifiers. The intersection regions of three output sets of S T and L T represent the TN and TP respectively, because all the three classifiers give the same result. The reaming regions of the output sets, as shown in Figure 1(d) represent the GL emails, because not unique decisions come from all the n classifier.
The total number of output email and output data sets E out of individual classifier from Figure 1(a), 1(b In the case of multiple classifier selection, as shown in Figure 1(d) , the output of the classifier can be categorized following three different sets:
True legitimate outputs L T : This is the common legitimate output from all n classifiers and this type of output is considered as TP. Mathematically the number of outputs can be represented as follows:
True spam outputs S T : This is the common spam output from all n classifiers i.e. the intersection region of n sets, as shown in Figure 1(d) . This sort of output is considered as TN. The number of S T and their combinations are as follows:
Grey list output: These are the mixed outputs from different classifiers, which mean some of the classifiers are truly classified but some are misclassified. These sorts of output are considered neither true positive nor true negative but in the middle of them, which is called grey list. The total number and their combinations of output category are as follows: 
))
It has been shown that every classifier has two sets of outputs C i l and C i s. So the total number of output sets are 2 n , where n is the number of classifiers. For nclassifiers, n ≥ 2, the final output terms can be represented using the following equations: So, it is clear that the number of GL outputs is increased exponentially (2 n ) by adding a single classifier. In equation (1) the term p represents the upper bound of GL terms which is 2 n -2.
Grey list (GL) analysis
The main objective of this paper is to propose a novel email classification technique with reduction of FP problems and achieving better accuracy. To achieve this objective we need to develop an analyser to analysis the GL emails which are generated from the classifier/(s). The Figure 2 shows the main flow diagram of the analyser of our proposed technique.
The analyser will collect the outputs from different mailboxes based on identification of the classifier. This process will also depend on the selection of the classifier using a power user interface (PUI). In our experiment we have used a PUI to give the flexibility to the user to select individual or combined classification algorithm/(s). In the case of individual classification, the analysis is very simple and it is the same as existing systems [5, 9] . But for the combined classification approach, the system will differentiate the classifiers outputs into three different categories as discussed in previous section. Actually, the outputs of the proposed systems are considered in the following three different types as shown in Figure 2 .
Individual output: This type of output is the individual output of each classifier. This is a simplest one to analyse because there is no option to compare with other classifier outputs. The output will be sent to the spam or legitimate folder based on the identification of the classifier.
Common output (L T /S T ):
This type of output is very effective and considers either TP or TN because all the classifiers have given the same result. These outputs, named as "Out-Al-1∧2 …..∧ N" in Figure 2 , will send it directly to the spam or legitimate email database. This category of output well considers either TP or TN. 
Mixed output (GL):
This type of output is considered as GL output and we are very much concern about these sorts of outputs, because there are no consistent decisions coming from all classifiers. We are more interested here to analyse the GL and provide some interesting futures to train the classifier in a dynamic fashion.
The analyser will collect the GL outputs, named as "Out-Al-1∧2, Out-Al-1∧3 and Out-Al-2∧3 shown in Figure 2 , and store in a different mailbox named as GL mailbox. For analysing GL, we have introduced techniques in out proposed system. One is "user selection" technique and the other is "sender verification" technique as shown in Figure 3 .
User selection: In the first option, the analyser will send the GL emails to the user for getting feedback from the user. The user will identify the email and make a decision whether it is spam or legitimate. After receiving user feedback it will be considered either TP or TN and will be sent to the corresponding mailboxes. Although this process is quite simple, it is more effective in terms of accuracy and reduction of FP tradeoffs. 
Sender verification:
The second option is quite complicated. This process is based on what we call a C/R (challenge/response) technique. In this technique, the analyser will automatically send a message to the sender for verification until the sender responds with the correct answer within a certain timeframe, the e-mail will remain as GL. If the sender responds with the correct answer then the email is considered as TP, otherwise TN. The main objective in this technique is that the spammer will never respond. The system will wait for a predefined time and if the time expires then automatically it will considered as TN and the email sent to the corresponding mailbox. The classifier will also consider the feature of this sort of email to send positive feedback to the input of feature selection part for further classification.
Experimental results
This section presents the experimental results of our proposed system. In our experiment, we have used three different classification algorithms such as NB, SVM and AdaBoost. Firstly the user emails (both spam and legitimate) are initially transformed and indexed, which is considered as an initial transformation. After initial transformation the email corpus will be classified by the classifier/(s) based on user selection. A user interface is used in our system as a power user interface (PUI) to give options to the user for selecting individual/combined classifiers. In our proposed system, a single email can classify through multiple classifiers and send the classification results to corresponding mailboxes such as TP, TN and GL, for further analysis.
We have used the public data sets PUA [9] in our experiments and converted the data sets based on our experimental design and environment. Firstly we have encoded the whole data sets, both train and test sets, then indexed every email for test data sets and finally recorded the output according to the index value. Table 1 shows the comparative result of false positive for three classifiers SVM, AdaBoost, NB and our proposed technique. It has been shown that the output of FP is zero for all data sets in our proposed technique. But there is still some FP for other classifiers. False positive is considered one of important tradeoffs of spam filtering. In our experiment it shows zero, which is more convincing and proves the success of our design. Similarly Table 2 shows the comparative result of false negative for three classifiers SVM, AdaBoost, NB and our proposed technique. It has been shown that the output of FN is much lower (~5.1%) compared to any of the individual algorithms. It is much higher in NB and SVM but lower in AdaBoost. Table 3 shows the percentage of misclassification (MC) cost and the GL emails. It has been shown that the average MC cost in our proposed technique is much lower (~0.075) compared to any individual algorithms. The Table 3 also shows the list of GL emails which are somehow misclassified by any of the algorithm/(s). In the existing techniques, these sorts of emails are considered either TP or TN, based on the decision made by algorithms. We have investigated it and found that an individual email is misclassified by one algorithm but not for another algorithm. So, there is a chance to reduce the rate FP or FN. But in our experiment, we have considered this sort of emails as GL and analysed it using the technique discussed above which will increase the performance of our whole email classification system.
The Figure 4 shows the comparison of accuracy of our experiment. It has been shown that the accuracy of our proposed system (~97%) is much better than the other classifier algorithms, which proves the success of our spam filtering technique. 
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, an innovative spam filtering technique has been proposed based on multiple classification approach. Emphasis has been given in this paper based on different aspects of learning based anti-spam filtering for reducing FP problems and getting better performance compared to any of the existing technique. In our technique, the multiple classifiers will produce a list of emails; those are misclassified by any of the classifier, known as GL email. An analyser for analysing the produced GL emails has also been proposed in our paper. Our experimental result proves the success and effectiveness of our proposed technique. However, there is some added complexity and cost due to the analyser which we did not mention here. Actually, the main focus of this research is to achieve better accuracy with reduced FP problems. We will analyse the complexity and costing in our future work.
